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Just kidding. Late April fools really. So...  
 
You aren't living only once. You actually exist and reincarnate. So, it's better to 
get your act together and advance today, because yes, Humans do actually have 
a Soul. But there is a systematic attempt to sink this power of the Soul, for the 
benefit of a few sadists who just want you to be feeling sick for no reason 
whatsoever, but to profit from it.  
 
It was common knowledge in all Ancient Civilizations. That you reincarnate, and 
that the Soul reincarnates. As such, some people would be extraordinary, 
because for example, they have spent time doing something in a past life. 
 
If someone reaches a competent level, one needs to open their Soul in order to 
defeat 'past life amnesia'. The jews in their kabbalah write that this is caused by 
an 'angel' of theirs. And is fundamental in order that people to be trapped in the 
Rotar. The Wheel, also known as the Wheel of reincarnation. The eternal 
repetition over and over again. So, the person is not really ever 'free'. 
 
However even in the stupid instance that "You only live Once", it’s still plausible 
for one to meditate and experience all these strange and 'coincidental things', 
from when you vibrate things, and when you do movements such as Yoga. 
Deliver bliss and other stuff. That of course according to jews, who on a racial 
scale are the last race on the planet that engages in daily magick and meditation 
for racial benefit. Their own psychologist and psychoanalysts. Just analyze that 
well, you are a piece of disposable flesh.  
 
You should become a "cyborg goy", you are worth nothing according to 
'scientists', so you can get from nothing to something if some jew directly ties 
your brain with google. And makes you a hackable goyim, controlled at a 
distance.  
 
Says that the Soul doesn't exist, practices Kabbalah all day. That's the jew 
basically. Because if the "Goy" finds out that Rabbi jesus is a hoax, and that the 
savior of yourself is yourself, and the bad guys are the good guys in reality...Off 
goes the jew from where they toiled for centuries to get. 
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So, they shill. Because this is when the 'goyim' are concerned, and in their 
spiritual and cultural writings, the 'goyim' is soulless. So, their agents in this world 
in all places just keep saying the same. And practice the Kabbalah at home. 
 
Be clever, advance today, and rise higher and higher. As for the blind, let the 
blind bury the blind. It doesn't even take much time in the day to do so. So get 
some chill time, and rise higher in the ladder of slothz...  
 
Because you only live once... In one continuous line, that has a lot of 
incarnations. Because you are in reality also Soul and Consciousness...And it's 
through reincarnations bruh... 
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